Abstract. Let u = u(x, t) be a continuous weak solution of the porous medium equation in RJ X (0, T] for some T > 0. We show that corresponding to u there is a unique nonnegative Borel measure p on Rd which is the initial trace of u. Moreover, we show that the initial trace p must belong to a certain growth class. Roughly speaking, this growth restriction shows that there are no solutions of the porous medium equation whose pressure grows, on average, more rapidly then \x\2 as |*|-oo.
Introduction. Let u = w(x, í) be a nonnegative solution of the equation of heat conduction (1) du/dt = Au for all test functions <p G C0(Rd) [1] . That is, every nonnegative solution m of (1) has a unique Borel measure p as initial trace in the sense of (2) . The measure p is rj-finite and satisfies the growth condition (3) f e-K2/47p(J£)<+oo.
In this paper we establish the existence of a unique initial trace p for each continuous nonnegative weak solution of the porous medium equation (4) du/dt = A(wm)
in ST. Here m > 1 is a constant. In addition, we show that the initial trace p must satisfy a growth condition analogous to (3) which limits the amount of mass which p can place at \x\= + oo. Specifically, there exists a constant C> 0 depending only on d and m such that (5) [ pidx)<C{r*^m~X)T-x^m-X)+Td/2u''/2iO,T)} J{x:\x\<r)
where K = dim -1) + 2.
Roughly speaking, (5) means that, on average, u(x,0) cannot grow faster than |jt|2/(m-1)as|jc|-> oo.
If « = u(x, t) is a solution of (4) with u(x, 0) E Lx(Rd) and if u decays sufficiently rapidly as |x|-* oo, then it is easy to show that ||w( •, Olli.'rw') 's constant> that is, mass is conserved. Here we are concerned with solutions whose initial traces are not necessarily integrable and which may even grow as |jc|-> oo. In this context the conservation of mass is replaced by a Harnack-type inequality which gives a sharp estimate for the mass in a ball of radius r at time t in terms of the density at the center of the ball at a later time (Theorem 3.1). From this result we deduce our main results on existence and growth of the initial trace (Theorem 4.1). An additional argument is needed to establish the uniqueness of the trace and this is given in §4. § §1 and 2 are devoted to preliminary matters. In §1 we derive some comparison principles and in §2 we show that solutions of (4) whose initial values have compact support behave almost radially. In [8] Maura Ughi extends our results to equations of the form du/dt -A<p(w) under suitable hypotheses on <p.
Let p be a nonnegative Borel measure which satisfies (3) for some T > 0 and let
It is known [1] that the function u(x,t)=f gix-t,t)pidi)
is a nonnegative solution of (1) in ST whose initial trace is p. Recently Bénilan, Crandall and Pierre [4] have constructed solutions of the porous medium equation (4) whose initial traces are measures which satisfy (5). This extends some earlier work by Kalashnikov [7] for measures with smooth densities on R. Moreover, it shows that the condition (5) is not only necessary but also sufficient for existence of solutions of (4). Even more recently Dahlberg and Kenig [9] have proved uniqueness for the solutions constructed in [4] .
1. Comparison principles. Throughout this paper we will be dealing with continuous weak solutions of the porous medium equation
in ST = Rd X (0, T] for some T> 0. We always assume that m > 1. Specifically, a function u = u(x, t) is said to be a continuous weak solution of (1.1) in ST if u is nonnegative and continuous in ST and satisfies the integral identity
for all r¡ such that 0 < t, < t2 < T and all «p G C2-X(ST) such that w(-,t) has compact support for all t E [t,, t2].
Among the main tools which we employ in this work are various comparison principles for weak solutions of (1.1). Usually such comparison principles are obtained as byproducts of the existence and uniqueness theory. However, sometimes one can obtain a comparison principle directly. This can be done, for example, in the case of weak solutions of certain boundary value problems. We formulate the appropriate notions below and then show that continuous weak solutions of (1.1) in ST can also be interpreted as weak solutions of boundary value problems.
For arbitrary £ G R'', r E R+ , and t, such that 0 < t, < t2 « T, let
where Br(^) = {x E Rd: \x -£|< r}-The parabolic boundary, dpT, of T is defined by 9"r = f\r. There is an a priori comparison principle for solutions of ( 1.4) . This is the content of the next result, which is simply a restatement of Theorem 12 of [3] . Proposition 1.1 is proved in [3] for x G R, but there is no difficulty in extending the proof for x G R''. A proof for x E Rd is also given in [9] . The local comparison principle, Proposition 1.1, can be applied to continuous weak solutions of (1.1) since, as we show next, every such solution is also a solution of (1.4) with boundary values g = u\dpT. Proof. It suffices to show that the weak solutions of (1.1) satisfy (1.5). Fix £ G Rd, r E R+ , 0 < t, < t2 < T, and let <p be a C''0(î) D C21(T) function with w = 0 on dBr X [t" t2]. For each e E (0, r) and t; G [0, e) let ipe1) denote the C(Rd) function which satisfies 4>c7¡(x) -^fl x |) with |1 forO<P<r-e, e"v,v
[0 forp^r-r,, and A^ =\x\-d+x {¡xf-^y = 0 mBr_n\Br_t.
One can compute v^ explicitly, and it turns out that
where, for d > 2,
As a distribution on Rd, A^£T) is a signed measure. Specifically, Then, in view of (1.12), there exists a function w(x, t) such that w -wr for all r > R*. It is easy to verify that w satisfies (1.10) and is therefore a weak solution of (1.9 ). We will call w the compact weak solution of (1.9). More generally we will call any weak solution of (1.1) in ST a compact weak solution if it has compact support as a function of x for all t E (0, T). Proof of Proposition 2.1. Fix x° E Br and xx E dBr+2. Let n denote the hyperplane of points in Rd which are equidistant from x° and xx. Thus n = [x E tf: (x, x°-xx)= (H*° + xx), x° -xx )}, where ( •, • ) denotes the usual scalar product in Rd. It is easy to verify that (n.{0))4(r + 2Q)2 + |Jc0p>-^±4>i.
Therefore x° and suppw(-,0) are in the same half-space with respect to Tl. Moreover, xx is the reflection of x° in n. Thus, by Lemma 2.2, u(x°, t) 5= u(xx, t), and the assertion follows since x° E Br and x] E dBr+2 are arbitrary.
3. A Harnack-type estimate. In this section we prove a weak Harnack-type estimate for solutions of the porous medium equation (1.1) . Specifically, we estimate the mass initially contained in a ball in terms of the radius of the ball and the density at the center of the ball at some later time. For convenience in stating the result we define k = d(m -1) + 2. It is easy to verify that u is a solution of (1.1). Moreover, f u (x,t)dx = ii-2Am~X) f B(ixx,t)dx = n-"Am~l)G. Recall that, by hypothesis, u( ■, 0) is continuous. Given 8 > 0 we can choose r(t) such that "ßix,t + t0) = 8u¿0,t + t0)
for x E dBr(l), that is, we choose
In view of our choice of p and r0, r(0) = 4(l -8m~xy/2.
Thus we can fix 8 so that 3 < r(0) < 4. Since supp u( ■, 0) E Bx(0) E B3(0), it follows that u(x,t)< u^x, t + t0) for x E dBr(l) and t > 0 sufficiently small. We now distinguish two cases. Case 1. There exists a r, E (0,1) and an xx E dBr(t ) such that "(A '.) = ujyxx, tx + í0) = 6^(0, r, + r0). Thus, in view of (3.2) we have
We now distinguish two subcases. Case 2a. There exists anjtG Rd\Ä3 such that u(x, \) 3= yM2/K, where y will be specified below. By Proposition 2.1, In particular, take y -7/4. Then since wM > u in Rd\Br(X/2), it follows from (3.2) and (3.6) that
so that By Holder's inequality fBu(x,\)dx>f. Since E is independent of v the assertion follows by letting v î 1. Proof of Theorem 3.1. For fixed r E R+ define u*ix, t) = r-2/<ffl-1>r1/<"'-iy;cr, tT).
It is easy to verify that u* is a continuous weak solution of (1.1) in Sx. In order to prove ( where C is independent of e. Thus there exists a sequence {ek} such that ek ¿0 and u( •, ek ) converges weakly to a measure, that is,
for all w E C0(Rd). The fact that p satisfies (4.1) is an easy consequence of (4.2).
The measure p whose existence we have just proved may, of course, depend on the sequence {ek}. The remainder of this section is devoted to proving that this is not the case. The main tool in the uniqueness proof is the following result which gives us some control on how fast material can escape from a given ball. Proof. For any two points x° and xx in Rd let n(jc°, xx) denote the hyperplane consisting of points which are equidistant from x° and xx. According to Lemma 2.2 we have u(xx, t) > u(x°, t) provided that xx and 7i,(0) lie in the same half-space with respect to U(x°, xx). Fix x° E Rd\Bx+J)(0) and define S(x°) to be the set of points x E Rd such that Thus x E Six0) implies that x and Bx(0) are in the same half-space with respect to Tl(x°, xx). We therefore have the estimate v> f u(x,0)dx= f u(x,t)dx> f u(x,t)dx>\S(x°)\u(x°,t),
•V -V Js(x°) and the assertion follows from the observation that \S(x°)\> P(d)t\2d~x. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
